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IN TRODUCTIO~

1

Every physician or future physician who ever
plans to t-reat fractures on any kind should have
a clear understanding of certain fundamental facts
pertaining to the developement, growtli, metabolism

tmd repair of bone bc,th in health Rnd injury.

<,>

Watson-Jones expresses this aa�e conviction in:
" A fracture of bone is the rupture of living connec
tive tissue, and its �epair is achieved by cellu lar
gr.owth which is characterizes repair in all living
tissues.

The principles of the treatment of frac

tures must therefore confirm to biological laws and
knowledge of these principles is o� greater fundamental
importance th:an any acquaintance with mechanical de
tails o! splints.

The training of the fracture sur6eon

must begin with the physiological and pathological
reaction of living tissue.

Only after that does the

art of surgery develop with the aid of mechanical
{ 77)
apparatus an.d manipulative technique."
Literally hundreds of papers have been written
on thi'3 subject

in

remarkable flow

;Ve

modern times, but in spi-te of this

are very far :from reaching a solutio n

to all of the problem,3.

As we have pa.ssed threu6h the
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years of pro 6 ress, the methods of study have changed greatly leadin 6 to our present day knowled 0 e .
The oldest expe:l'.'iP1ental Mork was chiefly done by
observation, but this work must be recalled because
it was good , and this me t hod is still used in many
recent investigations.

A century a 6 o histolo 6 ical

methods ,v9re introduced 1vhich led to the discrip tions of the mode of bone growth and repair .

This,

c=ilso, started the arguments whether or not there.
are specific cells as osteohlasts and osteoclasts.
Then the development of the field of radiolObY and
the science of chemistry focused a great deal of
attention upon the mineral constituents of the fractured, repairin 6 the healed bone .

Later the discov-

ery of the enzyme, phosphatase, tended to further
0oncentrate the work on the inor 6 anic materials.
Bone, ho-Never , is only about one half mineral matter,
the other half colla6 enous material which is not
suscepr,ihle to analysis by ordinary methods, although
x-ray cryst~llography is beginnin 6 to give information
about its structure. ( 4 )
During this period many points rela~ive to the
exact mechanism of the ~rocess of fracture healing
have been disputed.

It may be considered that there

is no unanimity of opinion on the followin 0 questions:
(1) nhether there exists in the human adult specific

•
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bone forming cells-osteoblasts; (2) whether such
cells can be evolved on demand so to speak, by
the metaplasia of ordinary fibrillar connective
tissue cells; (3) whether only certain connective
tissue cells are capable of this transformation;

(4) Nhether the cells itself plays any active part
of a '3pecific nautre in the proce'"3s; (5) nhether

-

there is fo1'.illed in the p:-:-ocess of os ;ification a
specific preosseous substance of matrix, and if
so; (6) nhether after it is c3lcified, it is
possible to remove calci1~ therefrom without coincidentally removing the associated matrix; (7)
Nhether the deposition of calcium in the tissue
is associated with the formation of bone, be it in
a preosseous matrix or not, is the result of the
activity of an enzyme or independent of it; (8)
If an enzyme is envol ved,

-

vhether is is the product
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of local cellular activity, specific or otherwi'3e,
or of locql death of cells, or whether it originates at some point remote from the site of formation of bone and is brought to the scene of action
( 43)

by the blood stream.
Thus before we enter into the process of the
healin.-5 of the bone ti3sue we must have a brief
!:llatomical review:

Bone is to be :regarded as a
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highly specialized form of connective tissue • .
Developmentally it emer6es from the primitive
connective tissue either by direct transformation
of the undifferentiated me senchyma _into bone
(intramembraneous bone formation) or by a more
complicated process of chondrogenesis with sub sequent removal of c qrtila 6 e and bony replacement
(endochondral bone formation) . Irrespective of its
mode of formation, bone, when fully developed ,
differs from ordinary connective tissue in several
important details . It is relatively cell po-or and
such cells -as are present are either widely separated from one another in lacunar spaces as osteo cytes , or they are di '3tor·ubed as sin6 le layers of
cells upon the bone surfaces where they form a
continuous envelope surroundin 6 all bony structures .
The latter cells, depending on their position ,
constitute either the periosteal, over the external
surface.or the endosteal layer , on the internal
surfacA. In the resting state , the endosteal and
the periosteal cells resemble unstimulated fibro blas~s . They are elongated and flattened in shape
and contain small darkly stainint; , rod shaped
n11elei. There can be little doubt that this cellular layer plays an important role in the exchange
of metabolites between the vascular system and the
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more dista~t osteocytes enclosed in the lacunar
spaces in the adjacent solid tissues . This func tion is made possible by the maintenance of intercommunicating chroinels (canaliculi) that range
between .the bone surfaces and lacunar spaces which
enclose the segrated osteocytes in the more distant
part of the bone lamellae or haversian system forming the compact bony structure . (5)
The true purpose of this discussion is to
take she physician from the normal anatomical
relationships of bone and , while discussin 0 the
fundimental factors related to the repair of
bony tissue which has been subjected to mechanical
injury, to review the literature and discuss some
of the divergin~ ideas in relationship to the
exact mechanism in which the process of fracture
healing takes place .

6

REVIEW OF FUNDIMEN'f.A.L FACTURES OF FRACTURE REPAIR

7

We must first briefly consider the general
pattern of the fracture healing.

The gross pic-

ture of this process includes the three types of
tissue granulation tissue, fibrocartilage, and
bone.

First we find the procallus is the term

applied to the reqction which follows the severe
tissue injury.

This is the organizing of the

hematoma and the highly vascular tissue which
develops in the first week of healing.

This tissue

has the same appearance as connective tissue in
the wounds of other parts of the body, but in bone
the undifferentiated cells have the ability to
differentiate into the fibrocartilagenious callus.
The granu1ation tissue becomes a translucent mass
of dense fibrous connective tissue, fibrocartilage
and cartila6 e.

This fills the gaps between the ends

of the fragments of the injured bone.

This differen-

tiation of cells is seen from the second or thira
week of healing until the time of union.

The bony

callus originates in some fractures as earl.Y as the
first we '.=;k after the injury.

This is seen as a pro-

8

liferation of spindle-shaped cells in the inner
layer of the periosteum and the endosteum of the
fracture ends and continuing some distance beyond
the fracture line .

Soon osteoblasts and deposits

of nff1V bone on the medullary and periosteP.l surfaces of the injured cortex are recognizable .
About the third or fourth week of healing, the new
bone grows from the endosteal and the subperiosteal
bony callus into the fracture gap by replacing the
fibrocartilage callus in the wake of invasion by
blood vessels, primoidal marrow, spindle shaped
connective cells and osteoblasts .

Thus the coordin-

ated and organized like morphogenesis of the embryo,
differentation and growth of the new connective
tissue are directed by diverse means to a common
8nd that is, the development of the bone across the
(63)

fracture ends .

(74)
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ORIGIN OF THE BONE CELLS
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The ori 6 in and function of the bone cells
h:1s b8en one of the most disputed problems throughout all of th9 experimer.tal work in this field .
Bancroft (1922) classified the various
theori e d of bone cell origin .

(l) The p~riosteal theory presupposes that
the :periosteum and the endosteum are definite
or 6 ans for bone formation and repair , and the
bone cells arise from them and from no other

(3 )
source.
Duhamel in 1741 was the first c~ampion of
the periosteum as bone forming tissue .

He used

the madder feedin 0 methos which was discovered
by Belchier .

~he bones of animals fed on this

alizarin-contninin5 plant hecrune r3d, because
of the elective staining of the naM formed bone .
Duhamel observed that the periosteum in the
nei 0 hborhood of the fracture bec8.IDe c;reatly
swollen , and was cni~fly responsible for the
(19)
formation of the ·callus .
Opposed to the theories of Duhamel Nas
John Hl'.nt t) r,

Nho

0

alon0 wi tll Haller believed that
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the periosteurn was merBly a ve.c;cul •:ff oove-i-:-ing
·-,hich served for the nourshiment of the bone.
They Nere convinced that only arteries had the
ability to form bone .

Hunter brou6 ht forth l~he

t,vo !X' ocesses in the 0 ro.vth of bone , namely
(32)
depo '3i tion and absorption .
Ely 1922 , conducted three sets of experiments
on the function of the periostenrn in bone repair .
~hese included simple fractures , incision of the
perio'3teum Mi th instrumental division of the
bone , and circular division of the periosteum
•"Ii ~h intrumen tal di vision of the bonP- .

He

found , in these s tndies , that 'Vhen t:he perios teum
i'3 intact , bony union should be expected; when
the pei:-ios~eum is completely diveded , bony union
should not be expe0 t ed; and when the perio'3t'eum
( 20)

is slit , bony union may or may not take place .
In the studies of Hass (1924) we find that
a fracture in a transplanted bone , from which
the ~e~iosteum has been removed may unite , either
1'fhen trd!lsplanted

t;0

muscle of !;he b1.ck, or ·vhen

reimplanted in the normal position .

A fracture

in a tran'3plantecl bone form which the endos-teum
has

b3 ➔ n

curett;ed may unite , ei t;her /\hen trans -

planted to mu'3cle of the b~ck , or r~implanted in
0he normal position .

And a frac-ture of trans -
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pJ3. nted bone from Nhich both the perios teum and
the endosteurn hav8 been removed did not unite,
either .vhen trAnsplanted to muscle oft.he back
or when rAimplanted in its normal position.

Thus

he believeq the chief source of osteogenic cells,
for repaix of a fracture in transpl8!1ted bone, is
from the osteoblasts of the periostenm and the
endosteum.

He thinks that the presence of eit}Jer

is sufficient for union, but the periostemn plays
a relatively Pl.ore active part than does the endoste~,
and in order to gain maxium reQara~ive power for
any bone lesion, it qeemed essential to preserve
the inte 6 rity of both thP- periosteum and the

( 31)

endosteurn .
HAID (1930) did a great deal of work in this
field.

He differentiated the adult bone

cell

from the 0'3teogenic cell which he believes ori 6 inates in the linin 6 of the hone periosteum, Haversian C-':1.11als, and th<:; endosteum.

He, also, shoNed

that the adult bone cells payed no ac-tive part in

(29)
the process of regeneration followin 6

4

fracture.

Haldeman (1932) in his experimental studies
foi..md that the periosteum plays the chief role in the healing of fractures.

He believes that the

ednosteum (medullary) callus aid'3 in he-'3.ling of

-

fractures, but in th1 abc,ence of the periosteum
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thi ·3 i'3 often unable to complete the union .

He,

al'3o, discovered that the int;er - position of
pe-riosteum between the er.ds of a fr .q ctured bone
(28)

may re "3Ul t in nonunion .
The ost eogenic cel1s proliferate and differentiate into cartila0 e and bone .

From the work

of Adl'U'O.i (1914) we find that the metaplasia is
not direot, but can be brought about only by a
p~aliminary reve::>::'sion to th~ vegestative type
of cell , or, where the mother cells are present ,
by the development of cells modified by enviro ment .

The metaplasia is an adap t ation of normally
(66)
produced cells to another enviroment.
Bailey (1925) states that in the adult bone
the osteogenic layer of the periosteum is represented by a sin 6 le row of cuboidal or flattened

(67)

cells .
Jordan (1925)

(70)

and Piersol (1927)

(76)

find

the osteogenic Jayer of the periosteum to be the
deepest layer containin6 a feN small blood vessels,
and only ocoasionally an osteobl~st .

The medullary

surface of bone , also, is supplied with an osteogenio
membrane of fibroo~llular tissue ~si~ilar to the inner most l ayer of the periosteurn .
There have been many worker nho have advocaT,ed
-.....

the formation of bone from the periosteal tissue .
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(59)
These men include: Syme (1835),
Flourens
(2~)
(45)
(2)
{1842) ,
Ollier (1867)
Axhausen (1909),
(30)
(37)
Hass (1913) ,
Mayer and Welmer(l914) ,
Phemister
( 4 7)
( 6)
( 49)
(1914),
Berg (1918),
Rhode (1925),
Blais(?)
(37)
dell and Caevan (1926),
Mock (1928) ,
and Ham
(29)
( 1930) .

(2) The osteoblastic theory may be divided
into t vvo subtitles .
Type A. This assumes that in the bone repair
follo .vinG injury, the bone cells are liberated
from their lac1mae and that they reproduce and
(3 )
form nen bone cells .
Goodsir in 1845 first advanced the theory
that the bone cells

II

cornuscles" had the povVer
..

I

to reproduce and to form new bone .

(

25)

The next

advocate of the osteoblastic theory vvas Macwen
( 1912) . , who •Nas unable to e:;et th,:; same results
as Oll i 8r, and thus was unable to find newly
formed bone in 6 rafts and noted the growth of
bone from the surface of the cortex which had
(72)
been t1.enuded of per iosteur11 .
Most of the Ja ter men in studying the
osteobl a stic theory of bone repair have disagreed Nith this type of repair .

As Mallory

(1914) states that bone cells are the end
product and that they play no part in the re-
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generation of bone.

{73)

Berg (1918) also, found

that the fully developed bone cells in the accel)ted sen<:>e of this term have never been sho m by
microscouic observation to have divided and to
•

( 6)

have formed new bone.

Ham ( 1930) s 1owed that
1

the adult bone cell plays no active part in the
(29)
procesc:; of regenerg,tion following a frA.cture.
Type B.

This assumes that follO 'ldn.::., injury

N811d ering connective tissue cells, fibroblasts,
are dravm into the area of traUITJ.a.

Owing to

the stj_mulus of the repair, they are transformed
into bone producing cells and then become specific
( 3)

cells.
This proces<:> may be described as follows;
The fibroblas~s, as the name implies, is a fiber
producing cell of mesenchymal origin.

It is the

cells of embryonic connective tissue, a cell that
possesses wonderrul inherent Y-)oten-tiA.lities.

This

becomes m811ifest as it is studied in the development of qnd repair of tis3ue.

The fibroblast ver;/

in sha9e in different si tua-::;ions.

Usually the,y are

flat and elon 0 ate cells with lon 0 processes, and
have flat ovql and clear nuclei that lie more or
less ~9nt~ally.
r-1ay

Yo1m 6 forms without processes

resemble, and in fact have been clas.3ed wi~h

epitheloid cells .

They seem to differe~tiate
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accordin 6 to histolo3ical dernBnds .

Fibroblasts

can bP- •~ell studied in grFJnul a.tion tissue , in the
0elluiar ]ayer of the periosteum , and in the develop.:..
ing fibrous callus or fibrous marrow of healing
fractures .

The proliferating cells of the em-

bryonic connective tissue -1.re always lar ger than
the cells of the fully developed restinG connective
tissue . , which is relatively poor in protoplasm .
Since these prolifer~tins cells are anT.ecedents
of the future tissue , they a:i-:-e knmrm as foTiriative
cells .

These 0 ive rise to the fibrous connective

tissue and are called fibrobl !:lsts, while those
forming cartila38 are teTI11ed chondral fibrob l asts
{ chonn.robl;::i.s",s) and those fonning bene become
osteal fibrohlasts (osteoblasts) .

The osteoblasts

can be Yecognized as forrr,in3 a line on the surface
of thj bone and varying 0 reatly in form according
to the degree and character of these function~l
activity .

'rhey may, also, be.reco 6:rized when

oc0urin.::; in other sii;uations. In form they are
r~lati·"ely la,:- 6 e; the,y may be flattened, round,
ov8.l, low cylindri0al or cuboidal subfusiform 'Ni th
processe3 .

'l'he rich prot;o)lasm and processes in-

dicqte mobility of tn~ se cells .

The Osteoclasts

are polymorphic multinuclear giant ~ells w::i.thout
a defini-t;e lirnitin 0 membrane , and are recognized
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by being in contact vvith and near to the surface
of bone . When in contact with bone they usually
occupy depressions , varying in depth, which they
h'lve produced by erosion . Thus Blaisdell believes
that fibroblasts and osteoblasts have a common
origin, either from the formative cell'3 of t r1e
embryonic connective tissue or by the differentiation of the early fibroblast under indirect
·histological demand . There is still much doubt
with all authors as to the exact origin of the
osteoclasts . (7)
Professor Maximow ex~res3ed his vieN on the
s 11bject of connec'tive tissue growth through his
"Unitarian" theory . This teaches us that in addition to the connective tissue cells arising
from the primary mesenchyrnal c8lls of the embryo,
there is a great 9lastioity in the interchange
of these cell ·types, oocuring later in their life
cycle . Fibroblasts may differentiate under·propGr
conditions into chondroblasts or chondrooytes,
into fat cells or the cells of elastic tissue and,
of particular interest for our purpose, at present,
into osteoblasts, ost •~ocytes, and probably these
in turn into so-called osteoclasts . Further than
this, under proper conditions the c e lls of the
lymphatic series, always present in the tissue,
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may revert to the fibroblasts and hence on up
to the mature and furt;her differentiated types
.
o f conni~cti. ve tissue
ce 11 s . '75)
.

Hagt,quist in his experimental work has
had the courabe to question some of the older
views ·and ener6y to demonstrate that the conce,tion of th8 osteoblas t having some peculiar
qnality that enab]_es them, like granular structures,
to lay down calcium salts is probably not correct .
He further has shown that the osteoclasts are
not in themselves responsible for the distruction
of bone . He demonstrated that the osteoblasts
are but the lineql descendants and successors
of a rqther long chain of conne~tive tissue
development , be 6 innin 6 with the mesench,yT'lal cell,
becomj_n 0 next the fibroblast and then dependinc:;
on Nhether the particular bone is membraneous
or endochondral goin 6 dir8ctly into osteoblasts
or, on the other hand, into chondroblasts,
hence to chondrocytes and in turn to osteoblasts .
As the bone developes , t;he same cells become
osteocytes or the vi t.al cep:te:rs of the li vin 6
plas~ic bone . The ost2oclasts, he considers, are
but a residurn of protoplasm containing clumped
nuclei of osteocyte3 after the bone has oeen
decalcified by pur8l;r chemicRl chang~ . \ 2 7)
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McKeown (1932) in his stuQy of cytolobical
processes involved in the healins fr act ures of the
fibulg,e in rats revealed th~ fundimental soundness of the views of Maximow and Haggquist as to
the inherent abilities of connective tissue to
ch8Ilge from one type to another unde~ proper
stimulus .

Further one may see adequg, t;e evidence

of the physico-chemical processes involved v'lith
in bone healing .

He found that ther'°.! is a positive

correlation becween the cytoloc;ical picture and
the breakinc stren6 th of the healin3 callus at
different periods from the inception of the frac ture to the restitution of its normRl histolo 0 ical

(38)

structure and strensht .
Downs and McKeown in a histolo 5 ical study
of the heqling of fractured fibulae of rats on
· 1mv total sA.l t, low calcium and low phosphorus

diet found that ther.:> was some evid8nce of a
0orrel;:.i.tion be-:ween the histology and the breakin6 $trength of these calluses , but this correlation ~as not as complete as wad d~sir~d .

mhis

~·m s furtri8r evidence of an in,. lj_rect nature vvhich

proved that fracture healinc demanded more than
(17)
specific cellular action .
'rhe sup9orters of th8 cellular theory of
bone repair maintain that bone is formed lar 0 ely
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through the influence of an embryonic cell de rived from the connective tissue or the mesenchyme of the embryo .

fhere is much difference

of opinion a'3 to the ori 6 in of the cell , and
accordins to this varied opinion the cell may
be of a hiGhl~r speciali!6ed nature, the duty of
vhich is chiefly to produce bone, and is called
the osteoblast, as this cell may be a simple
fibroblast '"lhich exists in all youn 6 embryonic
connective tissne, as it occurs in 6 ranulation
tissue , or the cell may even be derived from
youn 6 hlood vessels or capillaries which invade
the healin0 process .
1he other supports of the osteoblastic
theor~r of bona re pair include : Brown and Brown
(16)
(11}
(1913).
Davis and aunmicilt (1915),
(24)
(36}
~allie and qobertson (1919),
Keith (1927),
(35)
and ~TRt·r·e ( l~L:1)
( 3) The extra cellul-':IT' deposition of° calcium

s8.lts theory assumes the bone cells are formed
from the frame ¥ork of connective tissue cells
1

(3)
by a special functional adapation of ~hese cells .
This theory is s 1190orted by many of the ::i::-ecent
( 44)

workers .

'"hes~ include: Murray ( 1930)

Leriche, B. . and. Poli card

I\ .

{ 1928}

• and

Nho have de-
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voted a book chiefly to the support of this
theory .

~he connective tissue first reverts to

an embryenic state and then undergoes 111/hat the
author terms as a preosseous infiltration .
Leriche and Policard believe that -the chief
funtion of the periosteum LS to limit growth,
although they conceaed that it is a connective
tis Jue favorable for the development of bone .
11

'hey feel that the osteoblasts are osteolytic

elements that re~resen+, reactionary a~tempts of
the connective tissue cells against preosseous
(71)
transformation ~
Other sup~orters of extracellular deposition
( 50)

of cal0ium s"1l +s ti-ieory include; Ho bison ( 1923),
( 41)

:Mortland, Hansmru1 , and Hobison (192 4) ,
Ka~,r
(35)
(9)
(1930),
Bodansky \1931),
and many others.
'''he role and function of each these theori3s
in the deposition of calcium and T)hosphorus into
the callus .vill be discu3sed in full detai l under
the section of calcification.

22

THE ORIGIN OF THE BONE SALTS
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Throush the years of research work on the
healins of fracturAs, there has 8ven been a
great deal of dL3!mte about the ori 0 j_n of the

mine~al salts whic11 are deposited in the bone .
ri:'h8re are three .prominart; theories Nhich have
been discussed. 'l'hese include : ( 1) The carrini_;
of the bone sRl t

'3

+,o the fractur,3 31 te by means

of the blood s tremn from the 6 eneral oalcil:1'1
metabolism . (2) The local ori 6 in of bone salts .
( 3)

The third t'1.eor:r 1-ias been develo,ed fro7:i a

coml:lina~ion of -+:he previous -two ->;heo-ries .
:his discussio~ w~ll be started by a brief
revieN of t~e co~pnsi+ion of hone as follows :
0'3Se(PlS

+,i ~ c:;11~ f-r~ed f-rom 1~h~ fa-";ty marrow is

coT!lposed af orga:rii() material (mairily pro-t::ein) ,
Mater, aY•d ~:i_J'le"'"als . rnhe chief -protein con~-t.it;n~r.t
1~ o~se:tJ'l, hn+. ~1-i~-~ F.L1'."e s"laJl quart;iteq ('\1·
o~seo111n00irl

'"t!'<l

~r1 :1.1-humin0jd . mh~ wate.,,. nonstit;u~ ~

at:H)Ui. 1; .,~nt; fi v9 ;)>';r cer:t of +,n~ hon~ vvei 5 nt,

the o ...~anic Ma1:~rial abon-t; ~hi:i-.:--r.y ;)~r cent,

ru1d t"1~ inor.~r~.:r'lic m~-t;er.ial mrur~s up fou:i:--ty fiv~
pe::i:- cent; . mhe min~-rals con'3i'31; of Cf:l, P, M:5, arid
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small quantities of potassium, sodinm, chlorine,
flourine, and iron .
Calci1L~ makes up from fifteen to ei 6 hteen
Jer cent of · the vvei 6 h-t, of fre 3h osseous tissue

and from tweni,y to twenty five per cent of the
Nei6-ht of dried bone . The bone calciurri exists in
the forms, calcium carbonate (Caco 3 ) and tricalcium phosphate oa3 (P04) 2 5. The ash of bone
amouni,s to about sixty per cent of its dry Nei 6 ht .
Calcium constitutes about i,hirty six per cent of
the ash, :,>hosphorus about si icteen per cent,
magnesium five ten~hs of one p~r cent, and
carbon dioxide five and five tenths of a per
cent . The ratio of the calcium to the phosphorus
is ap~roximately 2.2:1. The ratio of the
r~sidual calcium (ie. CalciuP'l. other than that
present as carbonate) to residual phosphorus
{phosphorus not combined with magnesium) is
about 2:1. This about the r~tio of the two
minerals in triphosphate . Magnesium is present
mainly as Mg3(P04) 2 • The proportion of the
m~in compounds in bone ash are Ca3(P04)2 ei 0 hty
per cent, Caco 3 thirteen per cent and Me3(P04}2
two per cent .

It is now believed that the calcium
carbonate and

-':;he

calcium phosppate are present
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not as separate ooCTpouncs simply mixed together
with smaller amounts of other mineral salts,
but as a complex compound .
The theory which states that the miner~l
salts are carried int0 the fracture site by
means of the blood stream is supported rnostly
( 60) ( 6 5)

by the older workers in the field .
In the investi 6 ations of Shipley (1924)
the conditions under Mhich calcification occurr ed in vitro were studied .

He found that in states

of comple~ely rachitic bones, incubated in normal serum , calcifica~ion occurred promptly ,
~here as in sections of the same bon~ in rach( 54)

i tic serum failed to calcifly .

Kramer and

associates (1926 to 1928) repeated these experiments gaining the same results .

It was

their opinion that failure to produce calcification in vitro was dependent on an insufficient
concentration of calcium and inorGanic phosphorus in the fluids of the grovdng bone .

Re -

markable as it may seem , these men found that cal cification in Yi tro occurred within from sixteen
to ttventy-four hours when r.he concentration of
the inorsanic calcium and phosphorus were seven
and five mg . respectively, per hundred cubic
centimeters as well as when they were tNo or three
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{ 48) ( 56)

and one half mg. respectively .
But the supports of the local source of
bone salts will state that if the rachitic bone
had been repla. ced. b~r normal bone tissue, the active he 8.ling would have taken place as in normal
serum .
Peterson .{1924) in his studies of mariy cases
of non-union fr11.ctures, found that there was as
an underlying basis a constitutional dis t;urbance
responsible for the condition, demonstrated as a
deficiency in the inorganic bone formine elements
of the blood .

This deficiency shows itself as

either a low phosphorus .level or a low calci-wn,
which in most instances is the former .

In those

patients presenting a low phosphorus there is
usually an ambulant callus, but no calcification,
whereas those patients with a loN calcium usually
show little or no callus .

No healing of the frac-

ture takes place where the inorganic constitutents,
calcium and phosphorus, are so reduced that the
product of these elements is less th!ID thirty;
little healing takes pl ace between thirty and
thirty five; active healing takes results with a
product between thirty five and forty .
"'patients
.

Th~se

with ununited fractures will heal when
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these deficiencies are compensated . ~4o)
In the indirect study of this theory Morton
(1927) studied the circulatory factors effectinc;
the carryins in of the mineral salts to the fracture si~;~ .

He concluded that

a partial block

of the nutrient vessels of the bone in which there
i3 a fracture saemed to cause delay in union of the
( 42)

fracture .
Johnson (1927 1 observed in his studies that
the nutrient vessels maintain viability through
out the medulla mid supply the inner half of the
cortex.

Repair is active while the nutrient ves-

sels are intact .

The metaphyseal vessels main-

tain viability throughout the medulla and the
inner half of the cortex , but repair is not as
active in the controls except close to the metaphyseal ends, bein 6 n~ble delayed in the middle
re 6 ion of the shaft .

The periosteal system does

not normally supply more than the outer half of
the cortex arid is unable to afford an effectival
collaterql supply to the medulla of the diaphysis
under four weeks time .

The periosteal repair is

n~latively poor in the healing of cortical defee

ts.

Remirdin.; the shaft as a whole, the

nutrient Yessels an~ the most important, the
met;aphyseal next, and the periosteal system
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( 34)

least .
The supoorts' of the local source of the bone
'3':1.l ts -vould of course sqy that the only importance
of the good patenr. nutrient ves'3els is to keep
the bone tisc;ue alive so that all processes can
t~ke place and not for the purpose of carrying
in of mineral salts .
The effect of the parathyroids in this problem st8.rted when Sandstrom discovered the external para r,hyroids .

There •vas two school '3 of

thought as to their function , one being that
these 6 lands influenced the calcium metabolism ,
and th~ other beinc that they exerted a de toxicating effect on the guanidin bodies .

The

b~lance of opinion seemed to favor the former
and in (1925) definite evidence as to their fun e tion on calcium me·t abolism was established by
(14)

(15)

Collip .
Morel (1910) and CFl.!lal (1919) working with
cats and rats asserted that the removal of the
parqthyroid caused a d~lay in the healin 0 of
fractures .

f'llhis was sup;1osed to have decreased

the carrying of bone salts to tl1e fracture site .
The records of the experiment of these men however

J_

eaves one in doubt as to the amount and
( 40)

rn1.ture of the tissue removed .
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AgavVa published resul-t;s of chemical analysis
of callus de:9osi ted a-t;

t;h9

site of fractures in

r!:lts which had their 9ar,9.-t;hroids either entirely
or almost; ent;ir3ly removed by c~1terizF.1.tion. He
fo1mcl thA.t t'r-ie calciul"l Jontent; of the cRl lus was
decn~as9d in t;hese an:i_mals

'l3

compaired -to his

controls. He further adduced that the distruction
of the thyroid had no effect on the healinG of
{ 1)
fr3.ct;ures.

Ross (1928) found that;: (a) The removal
of two pqrat~yroids does not delay t;he union of
frg,otures . ( b) The removal of three pa.:r:-athyroids
delays bony union for

RS

long as four to five

weeks . (c) The excision of tMo parathyroids
does no+, diminish +,he blood calcium level, while
the excision of three parathyroids causes a
droo of fx-on tNo -t;o three mg. of calcium per
hundn~d cubic centi --rieters of serum. ( d) When
the blood calcium returns to tne normal level,
bony union of the fracture occurs. (e) The
removal of two or three parath:rroids doG '3
l53)
not influence the blood phosphate l eve l.
In 1928 Fine and Brown studied the influence
of -par'lth.3'-roid ex:tr~ct on re 6 enerati ve bones.
1:hey worke<l .vi th doss in an effort to stua.y repair
under the influence of the ex-t.ni.ct·. mhey made
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trephin"l o :'.)8ni :r-3s in i:;he 7'emur

'lnd

found no

evidence of diff9~ence in t~e re~ereration of
the bones treat;ed as corri.,a.ired vi th the controls,
ei the-r in exAJTJ.ination by r1ean s of x-ra3r or in
gross s~v~cimen . 'T'hey e.l..so rerriov~d ribs subperio s teally, isolatin.::; t;ne no 6 s on me T~ Rnd milJr Cii9t;,
and concluded that the parathyroid extract delayed

the deposition of calcium in re 6 eneratin 0 bones
of young dogs; its action on the adult dogs was
not ascertained . ~hey believe that the use of the
extrqct for delayed 1mion was not based on any
so1md _princi!]le . (21)
The healing of fractures in parathy:r:-oidectomized
albino rats was, also , studied by Charidler (192 7 )
who caused a fracture on one bone of the fore
limb at the time of the parathyroidectomy . Histological studies of the bone at ten , fourteen , and
twenty one days after the operation were made .
Litter mates were used as controls . There was no
si 6 nificant difference in the healin 6 of the bones
in the two e::;roups of albi~o rats . ll3 )
Speed and Rider ("1930) made a study of the
serur1 calcium . This showed me-rely a hi 6 h calcium.
stream or a balance; it did not sho v any indication
as to the direction of its flow , when int;o excretory

channels or into bonP, , Studies Nere ma.de on a
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parathyroidectomi'.?;ed dog in which tetany was
controled by the use of calcium content of the
excreta . ~he l~ck of calcification of the hones
after 8Xperimental fracture in conjunction with
the low calcium, led to the inference that the
calcium stream was directed away from the bones
after parathyroidectomy and that the parathyroidectomy, either throu5h this chanse of calci1UTJ.
stream or balance or throu:.;h still undiscovered
factors , delays the healin 6 of fractures . (57)
As Murray ( 1934) stated , "The local transfer of bone salts is the effective source of
calcium for the callus in the primary healirg
proces:; follo ,vin 6 a fracture in the traumatized
bone . "(43)
There is

a

great de~l of clinical and

experimental evidence which shows the source
of calcium for the callus· to be the traumatized
bone at the site of the fracture and in the main
supports the view that the blood calcium and
phosphorus and general calcium metabolism has
...

no appreciable bearinb on the questi0r of primary
healing of a fracture . The local decalcification
of dead bone and the rapid local concentration
of the calcium in the soft tissue around the
fracture are independent to the calcium intake ,
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output , and balance . Thus one purpose of the
bone necrosis is obvious and if the dead and
necrotizin 6 bone is a large dense mass , the
source of calci UP1 will be loN •- The ref ore, in
choosi~g bone grafts the thin osteoperioqteal
or shavings are much better sources of calciU111
than the lar 6e graf1:s . Thus l;he fibrin from
the hematoma and colle~en in vvhich the youn 6
connective tissue is very rich plays an import ant part in hold.in£; of the local calcium inthis area and tells why the calciQ~ is not
carrien aNay from here . l43}
Jones (1926) studied the serum calcium
and inorganic phosphorus in a series of patients
with fractures at diversified sites . From his
qtudy he found it doubtful as to whether the
serum calcium and inor 6 anic phosphorus content
in clinical cases could be used as a pro@los~ic
index for union or non - union in the majority
of the ca:::;es . This :=tlong vvi t;h many other
references ,vhich are referred to under the
first theory tend to support the idea that
at least much of the bone salt in fracture
healin 0 arises from a local source .
The biochemical stat~s of this area plays
a vital role in this process . Following the
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~rauma to the bone the hematoma fluid rapidly
changes to

'ID

acid pH for the decalcif:i_cation

of the local bony tissue . This promotes the
ab'3orption of t:he calcium salts from the de 6 en erating bone ends and thu'3 there is a local
availability of bone salt ions . This acid pH
is imcompatible with the deposition of the
calcium into the ne\'\T formed ~issue . Thus it is
reverted to a norm.al pH or alkalinity after the
fifth day . At a normal pH the calcium salts
are depos:i_t ,2d into the new bone matrix . There fore , the factors involved in this process are
•
tis~ue death , rate of local cell metabolism ,
local cell richness , anatomical characteristics
of the local circulatory process and inf ec- ~
tion . l43) (5s)
The third theory is made up of a combin ation of both the previous theories which is
most generally excep-t:;ed throughout recent
work, ' as was found by Urist (1942) . Bone salts
originally originate locally in the necrotic
bone and implanted in the callus is absorbed
Nithout true influence upon the process of
calcification of the new bone or cartilage
matrix. ~~ 2 )
'11he h1l!noral sourc.e 0£ bone salts is
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essential f or normal _process of healing and can
not be entirely replaced by local sources of
minerals without considerable delay in the
uniting of fractures . The role of local transfer
of calcium salt from the shaft to the new bone
in the healing of a fracture is considered a
reserve mech1Dism which aids in consolidating
the callus under conditions adverse to calcifi cation of the skeleton in general . Resorption
of cortical bone , the process leadin3 to local
transfer of bone salts , does not appear until
later sta 6 es of healing , does not progress at
a rate parallel to osteOG~nosis and fails to
supply the quantity of mir:erals needed to calcify
the existing callus at any one time . Bone salts
ori 6 inating locally in necrotic bone or implanted
in the callus is absorbed without influence upon
the progress of calcification of the new bone
and cartilage matrix . l53}
Bennett (1944) , also, is in agreement with
this theory . ~s his studies have shoMn the
increa3ing '-ll!l.ount of mineral salts bein6 deposite~
in the intr~cellular mat~ix of both the osseous
and the cartilaginous tissue . The exact mechanism

b~~

Mhich this is done is not clearly

understood . It seemed probable ~o him , however ,

--
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that the bone salts that are dissolved from the
fractured bone ends and detached :fragments are

redeposited. Such a solution of bone salts 1s
believed to occur initially because of the acidity
of the hematorna, and later thrcrugh. rP-sorp�lve
enanses caused by osteoolastic activity alone

or in conjunction with other cellular of humoral

prqcesses. Calcium and phospho� are, also,

carried to the site of repair by way of the

blood stream. The actual deposition of the bone

salts is probably govered by many biological and

chemical factors which are discus�ed in the
ne.wt section. { 51
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THE DEPOSITION OF BONE SALTS
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Throu__;h the yeFl.rs of experimental work many
theories have been advanced as to the factors
·,v hich under l y the proce .3s of deposition of cal cium salts into the callus .

I have picked a

few of the most prom:tnent theories 'Vhich will
be discussed here .
One of the early theories ;'las A.dvc=>..nced ,b y
·7ells ( 1910) .

As he '3tates , "Taking all evidence

as it stands we find ourselves best satisfied
with that which indicates that the calcication
begins as a simple 9hysic~l absorption by hyaline
suhstances ; which have a more or les:, specif:Lc ab sorptive affinity for calcium ."

From his works;

he believed that the calcium is carried in the
blood in amounts not far from the saturation
point , hel d in solution by means of colloids and
carbon dioxide, and existin5 probably in the form
of an unstable double salt of calciurr1 bicarbonate
and di-calcium phospha~e .

In normal ossification

the deposition is prob ~bly initiated by a process
of colloidal absorption causing a concentration
of this double salt in the hyaline matrix which is
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to be calcified, and Nhich seems to have a stron:::;
affinity for CRlciurn salts.

The reduction of the

amounts of carbon dioxide in the area, or some
unko:ivn agency causes precipitation of the calcium
c,alts in the colloid matrix, and permits further
irfiltration of ~he dissolved calcium salts whenever the concentration of carbon dioxide in the
fluid may be greater .

He believed that there was

no a~0;:_;ptable evidence that in ossification the
deposition of calcium is initiated as a chemical
precipitation by some precipitatin 6 ion present
in the tissues which are to be calcified .

From

the be~inning the CRlcium seemed to him to hP
deposi t;ed a.s car'l)onate and plloophate in about t~1e
same ratio as in adult bone .

He stated that the

hyaline cartila~e possesses a speci'll affinity
for calcium nhich is not exhibited to an equal
de5ree by any other tissues and that this affinity
is most marked in -t;he cA.rtilage which nonnally
ossifies as com_paired to the cartilac:,e which does
not norm~lly ossify .

~his specific affinity does noT

depend on funet~onal activity of 8Il.Y cell, for it
is sho,rvn in dead cartil.gge .

He was unable to find

differences in the chemical composition in these
forms or c~rtila 6 e to explain this rtifference be tween ossifyin 0 and non-os3ifyin5 cartilage in
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regard to their abso~J+-ive affinity for
ciwn salts .

1:"1.P

cal-

He believ~u that a homo 6 ~nous , hya-

l1ne s~tructw:e was usually characteristic of

calcifyin_; substances which se8med

to

resemble·

eqch ~ther much more in physical qualities rather
than in chemical compo-=.;ition.

Thus he stated that

the calcium deposition into the callus seemed to
dBpend on physico-chemical processes rather than
(65)
on chemical pror,e sse s.
Barille hac; 6 iven sup')ort to this theory
by givin6 t·airly conclusive evidence which points

to the foi-:-rriat ion o:t a salt within the blood which
is kno ,vn as tribasic calcium c~rbonopnos·,hate
( P20 8 1]a2 "1i :-·2C0 t
2
2

co 3tt) 2 Ca} which is soluble in

carbon dioxide in ~:he same cor..cc:ctration as. are
foimd in t;he blood . Tl--ius Wells belie_ve s that the
tribasic calcium carbonophosphate on comin 0 to
the bone where the concentration of the blood
carbon dioxide is low, the double salt precipitates,
breaks up and is finally coverted into fifteen
parts calcil:un cA.rbona+,e and ei 6hty five parts
calcium phosphate . He has done a great Jeci.l of
experimental work in support of this theory . los)
The stron 6 :!.)Oint of the Well's Theory is
that the two salts are broUGht to and laid
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down in the bone in exactly "the ri5ht proportions . The are,uments against this theory include:
It is unlikel~- that the met8.bolism of bone Nill
change sufficiently to allow for resorption of
the cal~ium from +,he bone by means of a hi5h
carh.on dioxide level as he claims it and then
have the nai:;urally loN concent:ration of carhon
dioxide in this area for the precipitation of
the bone salts. A second a:rQ'Uillent a 6 ainst the
deposition of hone salts by means of Well's
modified precipication reaction is that crystals
and 6 rR.nules mic;;ht be expected when the double
salt breaks up , but they have never been found,
although all conditions in the bone seem to be
at an optimum for their formation. l. 54)
The nex-t; theory is based on the saturation
of a solution with a salt such as
phosphatq w~tJ ~

js

CA.lc111m

followed hy the precipitation

of this salt in a solid form as is determined by
the product of the concentrations of the C.q,•+
and the PO/ ions in this solut;ion . This
theory is based upon the product of the concentration of the Ca+-t tiP1es the concentration
of the Po : and not upon the total quantities
4
of calciuI11 and :phosphorus present in the area .
rrhe product at nhich t;he solution is just saturated
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is called the solubility product . The presence
of protein in the solution decreases the amount
of ionization . Part of the calcium, as has been
seen, then becomes bound to the prot~in to form
calciuJ11 p:i:-oteinate, 1vhich is a weak electrolyte .
~he body fl~ids aie, therefore , capable of dissolvin6 more calciUJ11 phosphate than in a protein free solution similar in its salt composition to
that of plasma . ~he carbon dioxide dissolved in
the body fluids, also, increases their ability to
hold the calcium sal-t:;s in solution . Thus any
reduction in the protein concentration or in the
carbon dioxide tension in the body fluids would
be expected to favor the calcium salts deposition
into the bony callus .
But from the Norks of Shipley who states ,
"It is impossible to advance any theory to
explain the selective deposition of calcium salts . 11
He and his collea 6 ues believe that the deposition
of calcium salts is cl~arly not one of simple
precipitation . It deDPnds upon the activity
of living tissue. It can not occur unless the
concentratton of the calcium and phosphorus in
the serum and presumably in the fluids bathing
the cells of the callus exceeds a certain mineral
(

.

value . 5b

)
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Watts feels that the only thing in favor
of this theory is its plausibility and thinks
that there are a great array of facts a 6 ainst
it.

He states that bone salts·do not take the

form in the colloidal bony matrix in which they
invariably appear in colloids, even in one so
nearly relqted to bone as gelatin.

There is

a fixed proportion of carbonate to the phosphate in bone, carbonate fifteen :i;:arts, by
Neight, and phosphate eighty five IE rts, as
w11.s proven by Wells.

The precipitation theory

will not explain this fixed proportions.

There

is, also, no reason why the bone salts should
not be formed in the blood before ever reachin6 the bone, from the reaction of the absorbed chloride with the blood salts of sodium
carbonate and phosphate.

It might be argued

that such insoluble salts of calcium could
not reach the bone, but :from the work of Paule
and Samec shows conclusively that the salts
of calcium carbonate and phosphate are seven
times more soluble in analbu.minous sol~tion
than in water, so that they could' he transported in this form in the blood to the si.te
(64)
of healing callus.
Ho vvland explains his theory of calcium
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deposi+,ion on this basis assumin 6 that the fluids
bathinJ the cartilage cells has , asis seen in
other extravas~ul!ll' fluids , a lower ~rotein
concentration than.h9.s ;Jlasma .

He further sug -

gests that s~nce the cartila 6 e matrix has a ·1ow
metabolism , the car~on dioxide tension of the
fluids bathing these cells will therefore be
lower than its tension in the plasma .
pH of these fluids will be higher .

Thus the

Such con-

dition it is argued must favor th~ deposition
of calcium salts .

He states that a low concen-

tration of inortsanic phosphorus A.nd calcium in
the plasma will , on the other hand, tend to re tard the process of calcification .

This process

would be completely halted if the ion'product
were below the level of precipitation .

Howland

A.nd his associates did a great deal of experiment al Nork in infantile rickets on this reaction .
They employed the product of the total calcium
and inorganic phos,horus , each which was expressed
in milligrams per cent, as an index of the calcification which took place .

The results of their

1r/ork showed that in children Ni th active rickets
the product wac:; practically always below fourty ,
and when the disease was very severe, the product
was below thirty, vhere as in normal children the
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product was between flity and sixty (i.e. Calcium
eleven times phosphorus equals fifty five)

It is

obvious that a fall in either inorgMic phosphorus
or calc:ium would tend to lower the calcium times
phosphorus product .

They fould two varieties of

rickets: a low phosphorus and a low calcium type.
We must consider another factor in the process of calcifica~ion .

This is the supersatura- -

tion of the body fluids with calcium salts.

This

is quite different from the solubility of calcium
s:=.tlts in fluid-3 containing protein and carbon
dioxide, the concentrations of the calcium phosphate ·1nd the calcium ci:.i.rbonate in the body fluids
are constatly maintained above their saturation
limits, onnin 6 to the extreme slowness 1!.fi th which
the fluid equilibrium between the solid and liquid
phases is established.

The precipitation of the

calcium continue as long as the ion product is
above the sqturation level·.

But this can not be

explhln ed on a ,hysico-chemical basis aline , the
activity of livin 6 cells qre, qlso, involved in

(55)

t"ie proc es-=, .
~att from his studies of the shape of

calcium

phos:pha';e particl9s which are precipitated in certain inert colloids with those foTTTled in ~one , decided th at calcifiction •"las not a simple precipi ta-
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ti·on of calcium _phosphate from solution , but that
it seemed to be due to the active secretion from
osteoblasts of bone salts formed froM calcium
and phosphorus of the blood .

As he st:3.tes , " The

fibers forminG thP. organic matrix of the bone are
admittedly a 9roduct of th'j bone fo:rminc:; cells .
Uniformity of opinion, however, is ab3ence as
to the mode of· deposition of the calcium salts .
The 6ranules might represent eit~er a precipitation
_product or a secretory one . 0

I n his experimental

work, he found that the fine gnmules, the fo:rm
in which the bone salts first appear in the
rnpidly 5rowin 6 osteogenic fibers, might be interpreted as a secretory phenomenon .

The carbonate

radical has been ex9lained as being derived £rom
carbon dioxide in the tissue, the phosphate radi cal from nuc.Lear activity or from :)hosphorus com pounds 11t.'1.ich are :f'reed by cellular degen'3ra+:j 0n .
This exDl_c.nation does not account for the fixed
proportions between the tNo salts , and it, also,
s ives an lms ,'l.tisfacto:ry origin to the nhosphate
radical, considering the 1 ar0 e _amount of the salt
present .
w ti.~

"~he secretory view does explain however,

no p-Y-,.,,~ j pi t9.t-1on phenorena ai:-e t;o

+1--it: :::;::::lts

h.,.

seen,

i,V t-J.3r

appe.J.r in :Pine granules in or on the

osteogenic fibers and rapidly fuse into a homocer.- ,
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ous and apparently structurless mass .

It seems

to ··1att that the most logical complete explanation
of the deposition of the bone salts is therefore
to be obtained by combining the carbono9hosphate
theory of ·vells and his secretory theory as follows:
Evidence is in favor of the calcium bei~g carried
in the blood a :1 the soluble douole salt, calcium
carbonophosphate.

This, Watt believes, correctly

e~plains the carrying of the salt to the bone, to
which it supplies both the carbonate and the phosphate in exac~ly the , correct proportions.

But .

from this state omvard, he believes that all the
evidence is in favor of the view 0ha~ this salt
is takenf rom the blood and is deposited in the
bone by the activity of the osteoblasts .

He states

that his vieN, also, provides £or a reversibility

, .
of di~ection of trav ~l of the ca.i.cium.

'l'he cells

may take up th8 1::one salts and pa33 t 11.~ L 'l:u.ck into the blJod stream, a proc e ss which is well
knovvn and reco 6 nized in bone absorption ..

Grafts

on -bone, dead or livin 0 , are used by surgenons
in operative repairs of bone .

Thc~se c;;rafts are

invaded by osteoblasts from the heal thy surr011r1cling bone, ' and these cells are su,posed to absorb
the gr:=i.ft and replact=l it by neM bone tissue which
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is formed by the osteohlasts themselves .
'Phis :9rocess is knovm as "creel)in 6 re placement" . l 62) ( 64)
Moreover when the hody is robbed of its
normal supr>ly of calciurri, as is often seen
in _?re~anoy or in cases of a pancreatic fi'3tula,
there is ::i:-ar~faction of the bone~ by the takinG
up of bone salts from them . If the osteobla~ts
are to be 6 i ven the credit for t he removal of
bone by "absorption", as most workers in this
field have called the process .

Watt sees no

reason why the reverse process of bone formation by secretion cannot; also, be credited by
secretion these · men .

A further argument by watt

in support of this view is that the osteoclasts,
the absorbing agent of normal bone, are believed
by many to be modified osteoblasts .
According to Robison and his colleagues the
process of calcification is primarily dependent
upon enzyme action through which the fluids in
immediate relation to the cartilage cells becomes
highly supersaturated with calcium phosphate .
These men have done a great deal of experimental work in favor of this theory .

They have demon-

strated the presence in bone, plasma and other tissues,
of an enzyme which is capable of hydrolyzin 6 various
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phosphoric ester which include hexosernonophosohate,
glycerophosphate, and o-thers.
ed Phosphatase.

Tnis enzyme is call-

It is believed to be a product

of the ost;eobl 9Sts, the proliferating carti·lage
cells, and other cells of the inner l:a.yer of the
periosteum all of which are thought to be formers
of the osteoblastic cell .

According to their

conception of the deposition of the calcium into the callus the enzyme is supposed to liberate
the inorganic pho<:3phate from the phosphoric es·t;er
and gives a rise in the local concentration of the

Po

4

ions .

The product of the concentration of

the Cahand Po 4 ions then exceeds the solubility
product of calcium phosphate, which is in conse( 51)

quence deposited in the cartila~enous matrix .
In 1923 Robert Robison dic,covered th4t bone
contain.!d an enzyme which he called Phosphatase .
He claimed that this enZJ'me is supposed to hydrolyze the available phosphoric esters and in this
way

he could get an incre '3.Se in the concentration

of the phosphate ions beyond the level of solubility of calcium phosphate, so that this salt is

(50)

deposited in the neMly £onned callus.
Since the early work of Robison the highly
alkaline pho<:3:phate 3.ctivity has attracted the
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attention of many of our best investigators.
They have found that -!;he ;;lycosen leve.l increases
with the development of the hypertrophic cartilage pior to the ossification, but this disappears
during the process of ossification.

The presence

of the phophoryl.qse { enzyme for the break do ·vrt o~
{ 4)

sugar)

has, also, been demonstrated in the hy-

pertrophic cartila8 e stage.

~hus this theory of

calcification of the bony callus has been agreed
upon by many of the investiga t ors.
{Phosphoryla.:::;e)
Glycogen Plus Phosphate - - - - - - - - - ,
Glucose-1-phosphate
Glucose-1-phosphate -

{Phospho-glucomtase)

- - - - - - - - - -,

Glucose-6-phos ~hate

Glucose-6-phosphate
;Bone Phospt:l.atase
- - - - - - ~ - glucose ~lus
Glucose-l-phos9hate
Phosph~te
Thus the bone phosphatae would liberate the
inorg8.nic uhos~hate and tends to c ause supersaturation of h~se salts.
ed b y

The phosphatase her~ is fo ~m-

ossifyin 5 cartila6 e directly and is brought

in by the circulating blood.

The bone phosphatase

c~n hydrolyze either e;lucose-1-phos_phat;e or 6 lucose6-phosphate or .some further produc ~ in the ,hosphate
cycle of carbohydrate. l)rea.1c down could equally serve
as a ~ubstrate for the bmne ~hos,hatase activity.
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In the mech8.Tlism of the regulation fo the blo od
glucose level by the liver, it has been postulated that glucose-6 - ,hosphate is theglycogen ~reduct which is hydrolyzed by the liver phosphat ase to elucose 13.Ild inorganic ~ohogryhate .

Thus

the corollary from this theory, is that the ad ministration of the proper organic - phosphate
should premote bone healing .

Thus glucose-l1

1:>h.osphate ( cori ester) 1/\fas administr!lted one tenth
gram two times a day subcutaneously for a period
of five days with the left femoral artery part -

--

ically ligated and fibulula fractured .

The con-

trol miimals received similar injection of five
ml. solution of e~ual amounts of inorganic phosphate .

On the eleventh day the animal was sacri-

ficed .

The results shon no observable difference

between the 0 luco .9 e-l-phosphate and inorganic
phosphate . These experimen t s showed no observable
incre8.se in the healing power of the bone with
reduced blood supply, but there was no real assurance that the intact ester ever reached the fracture s ite .

Thus no real evaluation can be made
(26)

of these findings .
There has been a great deal of ,recent s1~udy
of this bypothesis and the evidence bearing upon
it is as follow:
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(a) It was shown by Robison that when the
head of a bone . from a rachitic rat wa-3 irrunersed
in a solution of calcium hexosemonophosphate at
body temperature a deposition of calcium phosphate occurred in the zone of pre:9aratory calcifio?,tion .

This was attributed to the liberation

by phosphatase of the inorganic pnc• sphate form

the phosphoric ester, thus raisins the product
(52)

of the concentration of the Po 4 and Ca i ons .
(b) The action of phosphatase has been
proven to brin5 about deposition of inorganic
phosphate from the hydrolysable organic phosphoric esters, both in vitro and in vivo, thus
Blum (1944) triea. to detennine whether phosphatase could be used to accelerate the deposition
of the bone healin 6 at the fracture site .

In

his phosphatase treated series he found that the
bone gap in the radius was rapidly filled with
pho8.phatase and calcium e;lycerophosphate .
he

1.ou.ua.

Thus

that phosphatase and glyceropnosphate

in an aeginate anohorin6 medium accelerated the
repair oI r,hefracture at a rate so thai, "tne
i,reated fr qctures were at the same level of repair
in twenty one days that the controls had reached
l 8)
in thirty five days .
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(c) Shipley and his collea6ues found th~t
c ·-3.lcit·ication fo a rq,J hitic bone 00curs if the
bone

M8.s

placed in normal serum .

Calcification,

also, occured if the bonP. ·tvas pla')ed in a s-terile
solui;ion o:t· inors8.Ilic salt 0on+.ainin 0 sodium chlorid':!, sodium bicarbonate and magnesiurn su.J.phai;e,
to-:;etner with calcium and inorganic 9hosphate
in 'the same concentration in normal serum.

'l'uese

men concluded :that living pro~esses were concerned.
since calcirication was inhibited by HCN .

They

believe, however, tnat phosphatase could have
played no 9art in the process for the artirical
solution did not, of course, con+.ain ruiy phos ·1 noric
(JO)

esters .
( d) Hoo ison clai!llP.d that 'the resu.J. ,:,s of the
experiments described by Shipley and his associates Mere dependent upon the fac~ that the solution
used the concentration of the calcium and phosphorus
compounds was near the point at which sponateous
precipitation mightbe e ~pected to occur .

In nor-

mal plasma calcium and phosphorus remain in solution at these concentrations because it contains
protein which depresses the ionization of calcium;
the ion product upon which precipitation depends is
therefor lowered .

Robison and Soarnes showed that

calcium phosphate precipitates after a few days
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from a solution such as the employed by Shipley
and his associates if simply allowed to stand .
It was found indirectly by the latter men that
the ad dition of protein to tne extent of one or
two per cent, injibits the calcification of the
immersed bone .

~~ter rtobison and Soarries showed

that -carougn _calci:rication in rA.chi ti c bone will
occur 1,vhen illlP1.ersed in a solution containine calcium A.nd hosphorus if the concentrations are
sufficiently high, that is if the calcium and
phosphorus product i's over forty . ( four mg. of
phosphate and ten mg . of calcium per one hundreu
cubic cen;time l;ers) .

~

Calcification will not

occur if the product is lower than this unless
a phosphoric ester has been added,.

Quite small

amoun+,s of the es+,er (Glycerophosphate) were
(32)
sufficient to cause this calni'fication.
A great nUJ1J.ber of men have done extensive

work on the pho <:>phat;:i.se levels and the effects
of phosphatase follovinG fr qctures .

Many agree

that the :!)hosphatase level in borie is v.ery hibh
when active calcification is tR.kin 6 place, which
fact strongly suggest s that i~ plays an essential
role in the calcification .

'

As Botterell (1935)

found that there was an increase in the phos phatase level at the site of fracture which lasted
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for a period offifty to sixty days .

He believes .

that this is related to the amopnt of osteoblastic
activity of the callus .

He was unable to fin d any

significant change in the pho'3phatase level of the
(10)
blood .
H. D. Kay (1930) observed a rise in the
serum ,hosphatase following a fracture and sug5ested this may be evidence of increased local
( 34)

production of phosphatase .

McKearn and his coll -

ea6ues, also, substatiated these findin 6 s in their
studies in frac-r;ures of albino rats .

They found

a rise in the osseous phosphatase during callus
fonnation and later a fall with the development
(38)
of th<:? medullary fomation .
The work of ~ollman and associates (1940)
showP.d the direct relationshi9 of the phosphatase
activity Rnd -tn.e FlIIlount of the ~alcif"ication in
the callus .

They hA.ve shown that tne phosphatR.se

aotivity stF.1.rts at a relR.t;ively .1.ow leve.1 at tne
T,lffie of inJury .
tne stRrtinb
't.LS5c1.e .

01·

This valne rapidJ_y rises wrtn
tne ac Give pro.Luera1i.LOH of bo·n y

In spite of tn e varyinc values for the

di:f!'eren't quantities studied. ,;n ere was a close
correlation oe-,;ween 1;ne F.UI1oun-G of calcific ation
and the 9hosnhatase activity .

The fractures

showine:5 radiolo;:$iC8.l and microsco,ic evidence of
early union and ~XT,ension calcjum deposition in
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the callus all snoNed nign levels of phosphatase
!':lc-t;i vi ty.

'..!:neir charts of the results of the

correlation shows a rapid early rise in calcifioation with a corres9ondinu rise in the phos9hatase
activity.

They, al '30 , found that 'tne degree 01·

healins in an early :t'racture was not so P1ucn dependent on the age or the fracture as it was on tne
amount of phosphata'3e activity which had been pro(61)
duced at the fr.qcture site.
DrUI'lffiond, and his colleagues in studying the
relationship of the p~osphatase activity and the
deposition of calcium in the callus, studied
tne· effedt of infection on this process.

tuey

found that the origin:::i.l level of phosphatase
in tne infected animals were much lower than those
of the heal thy control.

'rhey, also, found the

amounts of calciUP1 available were much lower as
comp·'1ire51 to the sterile fracture .

With the sub-

sidln6 of -t;he infection the levels of hot;n tne
phosphata'3e and tne ca.Lciurn 1ncre.qsed un-r,11 in
two or i;nree weeks
tne co11l'Jrol sides .

:i.'t
R.S

wac:; nara to distinguisn from
was sighted above, after

the subsidin6 of the infection th'3re was a definate correlation betNeen the calcification in tne
callus and the Dhosphatase activity

01·

the area.

1'hey ,likewise, discovered that tne infected series
showed some increac:;e in the level of tn~ !)loud
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9hos0hata;;a, ·but they considered this to be insignificant in tnat 'tuese levels were not above
l lt5)

normal lirn ts .
J:t'rom the above experiment::1.l reviews, we have
proven that tne enzyme phosphatase is present in
the bone in the greai;est quantities when and where
active calci1·1.cR~ion is trucing 9lace.

This fact

stron 6 ly su60 ests that tne enzyme plays an essential role in the calcificRtion process .
As far the source 01· i;ne -pnosphatase Ma.xi.-.

(74)
mow,

t26)

Greenbere

(Jl)
and Rob 1.son

believe that

it is a r~sult of the secretion of osLeoDlastic
cells along

·N1

~h secretion o:f tissue which forms

these osteoblA.stic cells,

So.me of the investiga-

tor feel that the phosphatase is formed by cells
in otner parts of tne body and that it is carried
by means of the blood streA.Ill to i;he site 01· calcification .

~he great majority of these men have

disproven this theory in that their experiments
all show no rise in -the serum phosphatase during
the process of calcium salt deposition.
Drummond and his associates have found a
slight rise in the phosphatase level of the serum
in infected fractures, but they considered this
fact to be insignificBn t in +,~a+, T,he rise was
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(18)
not above normal limits.

Kay and his collea-

6ues found a rise in the serum phosphatase following a fracture, but they believed that this was
only evidence of au increased local production
(34)
of pho s9hatase.
From the e v iue1 .. l}e preseuted by tne research
wo:dcer, the phosphatase which has been proven to
in1"luence the process of calcification is not
brought to the site of fracture by means of the
blood stream .

~he evidence is fairly well estab-

lished that this enzyme is produced in the location of ~he fr;ictur:-e whether it be by" means of
local cellular activity or by ·iocal cell death .
The mA.jority of

IDf'm

at the present time feel that

it is produced by specific cellular activity of
the Osteobl ':l.Sts.
Although much work has been done in favor
of the phosphatase theory, c~rtain facts have
been cited a'3 opposed to this hypothesis .

(a)

In rickets phosphatase activity of bone and
pla'3ma is increase rather than the reverse , and
in the blood of rachetic rats the percentage of
phosphoric esTiers hydrolyzable by phosphatas e is
not below normal .

(b) Nonnal plasma contains

only a small quantity of phosphoric ester, which
seems inadequate to supply inor6anic phosphate
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necessary for the calcifica~ion process .

(c)

Certain tissues which do not calcify nornally
are rich in ph0sphatase •IIJhile other tissue such
as arteries which frequently a~e the site of
pathol0gical calcification do n0t contain the
enzyme .
Robison and the other men in support of
this theory do not contend, however that the
phosphatase mechanism .is the only one concerned
in the calcification process for, as mentioned
above, calcifica,,ion will occur in the absence
of a phosphoric ester provided the concentration of caicium · and inoreanic phosphate are sufficiently hi 6 h .

They found that when bone slices

were i;re -lted with KCN or with certain f ai; sol ven-ts .(alcohol, chloroform, or acetone) before
·p lacing them in the supersatu_~ated solution, oal cificR.tion did no't o~cur in the absence of glycero phosphate .

These substances, however , exerted

little or no inhibitory effect if the 6 lycero phosphate was present, (i . e . the phosphatase
mechanism vias not paralyzed whether_ the phosphoric
ester was present or not . )

These results in the

point of view of the phosphatase hypothe-sis
followers point to, the distinc·t mechanism c;overn-
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ing the calcification process : (1) The phosphaL

tac:;e mechanism, poisoned by fromalin, which pro duced in fluids bathin~ the cartila6

e cells

a

state of supersaturation in respect to the bone
salt .

(2) A mechanism poisoned by several a 0 ents,

especially cyanide which is responsible for the
deposition of bone s r,.l ts from a super saturated
solution whether thi'3 is the result of the phosphatase action or is bro1.l@lt to the cartila 0 e
matrix from another source .
second mechanism is unknown .

The nature of the
It may be due,

these men sug:,_;est; to a "slight increase in the
pH of the matrix fluid brought about b~, some
membr8.11e equilibrium ." Since this mechanism is
inhibited or paralyzed by cyanide it is evidently der>endent also upon the activi ty of some
(52)
living cells .

:iorsnr:roMoo
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The fundamental factors 1vhich i nfluence
fracture heB.ling have been fairly 'Nell establi'3hed throu.3h the year9 of exDerirnent::1.l work.
'l:hi<:> procP.ss includes the develoryrnent of the
procallus , the fibrocartilageous c~llus, 1na
i,.n e

oony callus. '.L'hes ste:ps n"3.vt::

u~c:u

ui':>uuvt::red

l,hruu.gu various w-.l~.~ods, firs,:;, gross exai11.u1avion,
tnen histological and. radiological examination.
~he real ,roblerns ~n:i.cn now conrront this
ti~ld. ~re ,,ne n:iore exacting mecna_ni<;ms uf this
;?rocess.
\a) 'the origin of the bone cells;

It is no~ fai~ly ~~11 P.qtQbliqh~d th~t
the cell9 known a'3 the 0.' 3teoblasts are derived

through the meti::i:,lac,ia of the embryonio 0O,.,-•1 e0ti ve
tissue cells into the fioroolasts and fur,;ner invu
osteoblasts upon envi ron ental demand. It has been
defini +.els· s11ol•m thQt tnf3 osteot>last or tne bone

cell'3 <lo uu-c ar1c,e !rom ~ue pre-existing osteocyt9s.
~u~~e

cells seem to have the nower to arise from

any source of embryonic connective tissue sur-
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rounding a bony lesion .
\O) The origin oI ,; ne oone sal-cs :

It ha'3 been c;no 1rm by mea11s or cnem.Lca.L
analy 1.L s -cua-c -cn-3 ca.Lc.L1..tm 9no :,:pna-ce a11a. -cne caltnum
caroona,;;e exi '3-C in bone a-c -r;ne ra,:;10 or eigm;y
rive per cent to rifteen per cent .
'l.'ne theory

•IV hi ch

'3Upport'3 the mineral '3

arising both by local necrosis of dead QOne and
from the general calcium metabolism of the body
has been almost univer3ally excepted 'oy the
recent workers .
§ew men still nold to tne older -cneor1e9
01·

,.,ne mine:rals '3.r1sing ei -cner wuo.L.1...y rr:-om i...ue

loca.l neoros.L s or· a.ead oone or wuoll;y rrom ,:;ne
general ca.Lc.Lwn mei...auuLi'3m .
( c) The de:::,oc_;rr;ion or

vue

uoHe

sal t,S :

·t:hJ.'3 :prob.Lem nas oeen s-cua.ied oy many
men -cnrou. 6 n cae yea.rs . -ruere nave been ma.r.iy
1.,neor1e s adva.r1ced wn.L r;u v a.r:y irom 1.,ue simple
preci-::>it.a,;1011 Irom a '3 upersa,. . ura1.,ea solu.tion
-co t;n~ s:peciric excretion or 08r"ta1n cells Nnicu
a.re present in "t n e area .
1.ne grea,:;ec,;1; advancernen-cs in

"!;cl.LS

field nave been made since i...ne d1scovery

01·

i::;ne

enzyme r_:>noc;Y)ha,:;ase wn1cri a.Las in -cue local concen-r.;ra-cion
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